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Loving and tending Creation is now an uphill struggle... Art by Bob
Haverluck, Winnipeg, Easter 2019. For more of his work see here.

Resurrection: A Call to Embrace the Traumatic Somatic
by Ched Myers
Note: This is an edited version of a sermon given at Garret Evangelical Theological
Seminary Chapel on April 24, 2019. The texts were: Acts 5: 30-32; Ps 118: 22-23; Rev
22:1-2; and Luke 24:36-49.

First World artistic depictions of the Risen Christ are
typically glorified, sanitized and bleached white, both in
their highbrow and lowbrow expressions, classical and
contemporary (right). These ubiquitous sentimentalized
reproductions function to stunt our political imaginations,
and do little to help us face realities such as the historical
ultimatums of social and climate crisis. They reflect
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Docetic theologies that reduce resurrection to a triumphant Hollywood happy ending, and
animate only otherworldly distraction amidst the carbon and capitalist status quo.
Fortunately, such images do not actually correlate to our scriptural tradition, which is much
grittier and engaged concerning not only the life and death of Jesus of Nazareth, but his
resurrection as well.
Let us readjust our lens in approaching our gospel reading. Almost 65 years ago, Mamie
Till Mobley decided to have an Open Casket at the memorial of her murdered son Emmet.
Weeks before, this young mother from
south side Chicago had sent her 14 year
old son on a train to Money, Mississippi
to visit relatives. For allegedly whistling
at a white woman, Emmet was abducted
and beaten, shot in the head and dumped
in a river. The body was discovered
three days later, and although Mississippi
officials advocated for a quick burial of
the body, Mamie demanded that it be
sent home to Chicago, where thousands
of people attended the funeral at Roberts
Temple Church of God.
By making a public display of his mutilated body at the service on September 3, 1955, she
was insisting that America gaze on the reality of Jim Crow brutality. The body, so disfigured
that he was only identifiable by the initials on a ring on his finger, was viewed by thousands
of people and photographed and published in newspapers and magazines. “She saw Emmett
as being crucified on the cross of racial injustice,” commented Lonnie Bunch, founding
director of the National Museum of African American History and Culture. “She felt that in
order for his life not to be in vain, she needed to use that moment to illuminate all of the
dark corners and help push America toward the Civil Rights Movement.” Indeed, this
moment sparked that movement to life months before the Montgomery Bus Boycott (though
Elliott J. Gorn, a historian at Loyola University, points out that the awakening was among
black folk, not whites, most of whom didn’t see the pictures of Till until decades later).
I want to suggest that Luke’s portrait of the Risen Christ similarly challenges disciples to
reckon with the traumatic somatic, rather than jumping past it to glorious conclusions. Only
in so doing can we then embrace the power of resurrection that animates a movement that
fiercely advocates for life.
Today’s gospel is Luke’s version of John’s more famous “Doubting Thomas” story. The
context of this episode of encuentro between disciples and the Risen Christ is the venerable
Emmaus Road tale of Luke 24. In the second half of this narrative, the action dramatically
reverses directions. The two fugitive disciples, who were introduced in this story fleeing
Jerusalem after the execution of their leader, now return to the capital city to face its
dangers (24:33). Our reading picks up the storyline as the fractured community regathers,
and the pair relates their experience to other fugitive members of the movement. First they
describe the extraordinary catechism in prophetic literacy they received on the Emmaus
road (for more on this see here), and then how the Stranger who expounds scripture was
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revealed to them in the breaking of the bread as none other than their leader redevivus. At
which point Jesus appears again, now to the whole group, greeting them in customary
fashion: “Peace be with you” (24:34-36).
The disciples’ reaction to this epiphany—surprised now for the second time in the
story—is instructive. Luke reports they were “terrified and awestruck” (24:37). These two
Greek words—a double iteration of fear—are worth noting. The verb ptoeō means in the
active mood “to terrify,” and here as a passive participle to “be terrified.” It is entirely
understandable that these disciples would be terrified: after all, their leader had just been
crucified. This gruesome form of public execution —
reserved only for political dissidents—had only one function
in Roman Palestine: to intimidate subjects in the occupied
territories. It was a very effective way of broadcasting the
message: “Look what happens to those who challenge the
sovereignty of Caesar.” (Such practices, let us not forget,
persist today in our empire, in the name, of course, of
“national security.”) Notably, the only other time the verb
ptoeō appears in the New Testament is in Luke 21:9: “When
you hear of wars and upheavals, do not be terrified; these things are inevitable.” Luke wants
us to understand that violence is inevitable under empire—not least as the political
consequences of any prophetic speaking of truth to power, as the Stranger explained earlier
on the Emmaus Road (24:26).
The other adjective used in Luke’s story here,
however, has a different focus. It is emphobos, which in
the N.T. usually connotes awe in presence of divine
power. This dual vocabulary suggests that the disciples
were caught between two types of fear. On one hand
they cower before the handiwork of imperial terrorism
imprinted on the body of Jesus. On the other hand they
reel before the prospect that somehow Rome has not
had the last word, that somehow the divine conspiracy
for life has burst the straightjacket of imperial
deathdealing. Jesus, the executed rebel, is back, and
ready to continue organizing the movement.
Now here’s where this encuentro gets really interesting. The disciples fear that they are
only seeing a “spirit” (24:37b). While pneuma is an important theological term throughout
the N.T., here it is not nearly sufficient. The Risen One may be elusive, but does not want to
be mistaken as illusive. So having already gone unrecognized once back on the road, Jesus
now offers his truest credentials.
He invites their investigation of his violated body. Let’s notice two things about what
Jesus says as to why he’s putting his body on display, because they are crucial for any
theology that understands resurrection also as an expression of incarnation (something we
usually talk about at Christmas, not Easter). First, he uses the phrase “It is I, or I am” (Gk ego
eimi), which is of course the Greek equivalent of the Tetragammaton, the Hebrew name of
God transliterated in four letters (yod heh vav heh), best transliterated as “I will be who I
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will be.” But this divine name of God is immediately linked to his flesh and bones. God-inthe-sarx was a notion as scandalous in antiquity as it is in modernity. To intensify the
scandal, this is torn-up flesh.
Admittedly, Jesus’ wounds typically
appear antiseptic in religious art, another
sanitizing tendency that stunts our
imagination, as noted earlier. In fact, his
flesh would have born all the marks of the
hell he’d been through. Specifically, Jesus
invites his disciples to examine his hands and
feet, not because they were the most easily
accessed parts of his body from under his
tunic—but because they would have been
the most mutilated parts from being nailed to
a tree. (Right: Based on Caravaggio’s “The
incredulity of St. Thomas,” 1601.)
These mangled extremities were enough to verify that the Risen One is the Crucified One.
The former neither negates nor replaces the latter. The theological point here is that the
resurrected Christ is not unscathed by the violence of empire. He is still numbered among
those who have been brutalized and left for dead. Except that he didn’t stay dead, so his
Risen body now becomes the central object lesson of both lynching and liberation.
The disciples, who are really riding a roller coaster here, refuse to believe a prospect so
joyful and astonishing as “Jesus, 2.0.” While they try to sort out their confusion, almost
whimsically an exhausted Jesus asks in effect: “Dudes! These have been a long couple of
days since I declared a fast at our Last meal together, and I’ve been through, you know, a lot;
anybody got a sandwich for a brother?” (24:41). Just as he still bears the wounds of his
showdown with empire, Jesus still hungers. With these cues Luke is radically centering the
somatic. Disciples are invited to both “touch” flesh that has experienced violation and
deprivation, and to attend to the needs of this body. This, I would argue, is the central object
lesson of resurrection faith: to embrace the traumatic somatic.
Indeed, our world is riddled with terrorism both official and ad hoc. The hatred that
killed Emmett Till was again on display in rural Louisiana 2 weeks ago, where the 21 year
old son of a local Sherriff torched 3 black churches. Empire continues to wage war that has
been unbroken since the 2003 “shock and awe” campaign in Iraq, including the terrorism of
torture. And sometimes looking at our ecological devastation of the earth is like gazing at
Till’s mutilated body, such as the tar sands extraction area of Northern Canada, which has
turned vast boreal forests into an industrial sacrifice zone. Luke’s gospel moment of truth
presses a disturbing question on such a world: Who generates “shock and awe” in our lives?
Is it the power of death over life, exhibited by what Dr. King diagnosed as the giant triplets
of pathology: militarism, white supremacy and materialist carbon addiction? Or is it the
biblical God’s power of irrepressible life over death? This is the preeminent theological
question of our time—and Eastertide invites us to ask it afresh of both church and world.
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Our gospel text—and the excruciating
lesson of Emmet Till’s funeral, which
launched the most significant social
movement in U.S. history—challenge us to
embrace the beat up bodies of both
marginalized people and degraded places
around our earth mother. As we do so, we
will be motivated also to embrace the
militant evangelistic vocation Jesus leaves his companions at the end of Luke’s Emmaus
narrative: to “proclaim repentance and forgiveness of sins in my name to all nations,
beginning from Jerusalem” (24:47). It is we who must continue the prophetic struggle to
turn history around from its captivity to our terminal addictions and compulsions—that’s
the meaning of “repentance.” Resurrection as Insurrection! And as Jesus notes, this good
news is not just for individuals, but nations and systems, starting at the centers of power—
for Luke, Jerusalem, for us, Washington DC.
Luke’s story concludes with the statement that “we are witnesses to these things”
(24:48). This implicates hearers and readers of this story! The noun is the word from
which we derive “martyr”—an ever-necessary reminder of the cost of discipleship. The only
way we can truly be witnesses to the Resurrection is to embrace the traumatic somatic, and
then empowered by the Holy Spirit (Lk 24:49, Acts 2), to join the resistance to all that
violates people and the planet and to work for healing and restorative justice.
*************

Resources & Events


2019 Book Sales! It’s the 25th anniversary of the publication of Who Will
Roll Away the Stone? Discipleship Queries for First World Christians (Orbis,
1994), the 10th anniversary of our Ambassadors of Reconciliation books.
So we’re offering them throughout this year at cost: only 25 bucks for the
former, and the latter just $28 (only sold together). Email Chris and he’ll
“book you up.”



Our 5-part webinar series on Luke's gospel is popular. A great
introduction to the Third Gospel, and resource for preaching and studying
during lectionary Year C. Over seven hours of content for only 20 bucks:
order it here!



Podcasts: “Bartcasts” of BKI2019 plenary talks are rolling out: here or
on I Tunes.



Online: Recorded webinars are here; BIO classes are here.



Social Media: We continue to post regularly at:
o www.facebook.com/bartimaeuscooperativeministries;
o “Coming into the Watershed” Facebook group page;
o https://watersheddiscipleship.org/; and
o https://radicaldiscipleship.net.
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News from the Circle
by Ched Myers
The month got off to a nice start with a luncheon in Oak View for staff hosted by longtime
friend and supporter Darrel Meyers, accompanied up from Pasadena by board member Joe
Roos and enduring friend Marty Coleman. They stayed on to help us get our Spring Appeal
out, which you’ll have received. We also welcomed help in the yard—where spring is
busting loose!—from newest community member Dave Pritchett. We also enjoyed
celebrating 60th birthdays with Elaine’s oldest sister (Janet Regier) in Saskatchewan, and
my youngest (Laurel McKenzie) on the California central coast.
I continue working with the board of the Center and Library for the Bible and Social
Justice—which could really use some financial help if you’ve got some discretionary dollars!
I videoconferenced a talk to a chaplaincy group at
the University of Nevada Reno, and during Easter
Week preached at chapel at Garret Evangelical
Theological Seminary in Chicago, and delivered
their Public Theology Lecture. While there I caught
up with Rachel and Ric Hudgens and several other
friends. Elaine is back hard at work writing her
book, though took time out to be interviewed for a
podcast on faith and trauma, and to attend an
Intercultural Development Inventory trainers
gathering in L.A. of fellow Mennonites (left).
We also enjoyed hosting an outdoor Easter service and brunch potluck for Farm Church,
with many guests enjoying our spectacular spring garden exploding with wildflowers and
fruit buds. There visitor
Allyson Polman shared
about a recent “Valve
Turners” action resisting the
Enbridge Pipeline in
Minnesota in which she was
involved (learn more here;
Allyson at right, on left). In
that same vein, please
continue to pray for Kings
Bay Plowshares friends still
in jail in Georgia—now more
than a year.
Chris, Elaine and I wish you all Eastertide blessings.
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